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Global Ignatian Advocacy Networks (GIAN) 
Building bridges of Justice between the poor and decision makers 

 

A call in General Congregation 35 

The last Congregation of the Society of Jesus in 2008, being aware of the global dimension of present 
social phenomena and the capacities of the international body of the Society, issued a call to build 
bridges of justice between the poor and decision makers: 

“The complexity of the problems we face and the richness of the opportunities offered demand that 
we build bridges between rich and poor, establishing advocacy links of mutual support between 
those who hold political power and those who find it difficult to voice their interests. Our intellectual 
apostolate provides an inestimable help in constructing these bridges, offering us new ways of 
understanding in depth the mechanisms and links among our present problems…” (d. 3, n. 28) 

This Congregation also underlined the apostolic relevance of establishing networks in the Ignatian 
family that can offer coordinated responses to significant apostolic challenges at the local, regional 
and international level:  

“We encourage the Society’s government at all levels to explore with other communities of Ignatian 
inspiration, both religious and lay, ways to promote and support an «Ignatian Family» or «Ignatian 
Community» which will have a common vision of service, will promote networks of mutual support, 
and will foster new and closer forms of collaboration locally, regionally, and internationally” (d. 6, 
n. 29b) 

Hitherto, a good number of Jesuit institutions, committed to building a more humane world and 
aware of the global dimension of the social phenomena, have tried to create international networks 
advocating for the life of the poor: Global Ignatian Advocacy Networks (GIAN). 

Characteristics of Ignatian advocacy 

Ignatian advocacy has its own characteristics that stem from our Ignatian tradition. Here we can find 
some of the most relevant ones: 

1. In solidarity with the poorest and most marginalized. An advocacy that defends the poorest, 
allowing them and their problems to become visible, and their voices heard and listened to. This 
characteristic underlines the unique value of our closeness to the poor.  

2. With intellectual rigour and competence, based on studies and research built on experience.  
3. World-loving and affirming, because it is not an exercise of criticism condemning the world. It is 

a response that flows from gratitude to, and love for, this world loved by God.  
4. Made in community discernment, discovering in community the liberating activity of God, in 

order to collaborate with it.  
5. Looking always for the bigger service, in creative and flexible ways.  
6. Establishing bridges between the excluded and decision makers, as a service of reconciliation.  
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Ignatian advocacy comprises a number of activities: accompaniment, compassionate service, 
prayerful reflection on reality, rigorous research, awareness-raising, social mobilization and lobbying.  

These characteristics can only be developed by a very diverse body, where different provinces and 
apostolic sectors – such as pastoral, social, educational, higher educational… – can contribute to a 
common mission. Ignatian advocacy is inter-sectoral and interprovincial.  

Global Ignatian Advocacy Networks 

From the last Congregation, and accompanied by the Social Justice and Ecology Secretariat, several 
international networks for Ignatian advocacy have begun to develop in several areas: 

- Ecology 
- Peace and Human Rights 
- Right to quality education 
- Governance of natural and mineral resources 
- Migrants and displaced people 

These networks have invited institutions from all the Conferences in the Society to respond in an 
articulated way in the five areas above mentioned. Though many of these institutions belong to the 
social apostolate, they wish to collaborate with apostolic works from other sectors and offer, 
together with them, a more holistic response to the above challenges of our common mission. All of 
us are invited to participate in this open and common initiative of the Society of Jesus.  

In the last two years, all these five networks have prepared: 
- A position paper describing the social phenomenon they are facing. It includes biblical, 

ecclesiastical and Ignatian motivations for the Society’s involvement. 
- An internal mapping to know the Jesuit institutions that are working in this area, bringing to 

light our international strengths. 
- An external mapping identifying possible Church and civil allies with whom we can 

collaborate.  
- An initial planning that selects a topic where they find an opportunity for coordinated 

international action.  

The project, though still young, is promising. It does not have many resources, but there is a lot of 
shared enthusiasm. There is room for creativity and participation.  

In the following pages we give more information about each one of the networks and we include the 
necessary contacts for Jesuit institutions that may want to be part of these networks.  


